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P A E T I 

INTEODÜCTION 

Scope of this Paper 

. i ^ 

The Director-General wishes to make clear that this paper cannot without 

qualification be described as a full study of regionalization. It cannot be a 

complete study because many of the more important facts are not yet available• 

The oldest^ regional organizations are not yet four years old； the most recent 

are just starting active work. It is therefore too early to expect reliable 

information that would help to evaluate at all fully the working of a completely 
• • - * . " 

regionalized organization or to estimate how far the bold decision taken Ъу the 

First World Health Assenbly has been justified or, except in a very speculative way, 

to judge what disadvantages and what advantages were implicit in that decision and 

how far they have been avoided or secured. The Director-General, therefore, asks 

the Board to consider this as a partial study'based on experience available to date. 

Eegional offices have been established one by one, over a period of nearly 

four years, beginning yith the first year of the Organization* s life. This has 

obliged headquarters to act in• a • dual capacity and to discharge，in addition to its 

basic responsibilities which must by their nature Ъе centralized, functions which 

could Ъе delegated to regional offices but which had to be carried on by headquarters 

until regiçmal offices vere established and ready to accept delegation. The effect 

has been to postpone-or restrict development of some of the proper responsibilities 

of headquarters. The detailed planning, co-ordination and supervision now delegated 

to regional offices, have hitherto involved the headquarters staff in the demands 

for immediate action which are inevitable in that part pf the vork, and thus making 

it impossible for them at the same time to discharge fully their basic and continuing 

responsibilities. This fact has contributed to the incompleteness of this study^ 

for the study of regionalization requires consideration of headquarters as well as 

of regional offices. 



Begionalization defined 

In the present context "regionalization" connotes geographical arrangements 

related to the functions, activities and relationships of an international 

governmental organization. The World Health Organization, like all other 

specialized agencies of the United Nations, is based on the assumption that its 

supporting and component units - the national governments - retain full sovereignty 

of action within their own areas. 

WHO therefore has no direct responsibility for carrying on health work within 

countries, although it may be called on for advice or help Ъу the governments of 

those countries. The conception of regionalization as applied to WHO cannot be 

properly interpreted unless account is taken of the fundamental purposes and 

functions of WHO. Begionalization is an arrangement which applies to the 

administrative structure of WHO itself. Since there can be no delegation of 

powers which the Organization does not possess, it follows that regionalization 

within WHO is necessarily limited to certain of the Organization's own functions, 

and does not in any way affect the legislative or executive arrangements of any 

government. 

To realize the true relations between any international organization and its 

sovereign Member governments vill help to avoid misunderstanding the meaning of 

terms such as regionalization, decentralization and delegation as applied to WHO 

and its work in different parts of the world, and vill also help to avoid 

conclusions based on false analogy vith national a r r a n g e m e n t s In national 

arrangements regionalization usually implies in some degree delegation of powers, 

whether legislative, policy-making or operational. Ш WHO it muot necessarily 

Ъе
 mainly a geographical convenience for giving effect to the relations between 

Member governments and the Organization. The r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s of i n t e r n a t i o n a l 

organizations such as Ш0 are 細 and different ana it is to be expected that 

their organizational patterns and methods of work must for some time to come Ъе 

experimental. The authorities vhich the Constitution gives to the Organization 

present problems and entail responsibilities for which there is no comparable 

precedent experience. 



Advantages and disadvantages 

Begionalization^ then, is an administrative device which decentralizes into 

geographical units part of the execution of the programme of the Organization. 

The activities concerned are primarily the assessment of national needs, the 

receipt from gcvernments of requests for services, the planning and execution 

of projects to meet these requests and such administrative organization as is 

necessary to enable these functions to be performed effectively and in harmony 

with the general policy of WHO. 

Some of the advantages of decentralization may Ъе summarized as follows: 

(a) The policy of an organization can Ъе better adapted to local 
с ir cuniGtanc es ； 

(b) The several aspects of an organization
!

 s vork can be better 
co-ordinated within the area； 

(c) The persons and governments concerned feel themselves less 
separated from the source of control and can more readily consider it 
as their own, and not an alien, organization； 

(d) Planning, supervision and provision of services can be better 
developed in the light of specific requirements of the area served. 

Some of the d i sadvantage s are: 

(a) 工i: is more difficult to ensure that the actions of the organization 

follow a uniform policy； 

(b) More care is needed to see that administration is not confùsed 

by unnecessary variations of procedure; 

(c) It is sometimes more difficult to use specialist advice effectively; 

(d) Regional i zat i on and decentralization are more costly than a 
centralized administration and the possibilities of duplication and 
wasted effort are multiplied； 

(e) There is a risk that the organization may develop into a loose 

federation. 

Weighing the advantages and disadvantages of regionalization, the Director-

General, in a statement to the Executive Board at its seventh session, said 



"The Organization that the World Health Organization is now supporting is not 

justified on … a regular budget of less than $8,000,000. The regionalization 

to which the Organization is committed is an extraordinarily expensive form of 

organization. Also, properly developed， properly used, it is an extremely 

efficient and effective form of organization. It can produce the services where 

the services are needed if there is any money with which to produce services." 

ïhe detailed discussion in the following parts of this paper is mainly 

concerned with the practical bearing of certain aspects of regionalization on 

WHO
1

s organization and procedure. 

If the Board, after considering this partial study, forms the opinion that a 

fuller study should be undertaken, the Director-General suggests that it should be 

done after a further two or three years vhen more experience of the Organization as 

a whole, including the fully established regions, will be available. In that 

event the Director-General would be grateful for any suggestions from the Board 

as to the types of information that should be collected for that further study. 



P A R T II 

HISTORY OF REGIONALIZATION 

Relevant Provisions of the 丽 0 Constitution 

The provisions specifically related to regional arrangements are contained in 

Chapter XI of the Constitution but other Articles determine or indicate the status 

of regional organizations and their relation to the central organization. 

All these provisions of the Constitution fall into two main groups, one group 

giving effect to the general agreement among governments represented at the New 

York Conference of 194Ó, at which the Constitution was drawn up, that there must 

be one World Health Organization. The other group was intended to reconcile with 

this view the antecedent existence of regional health organizations. 

The provisions that emphasize the integral character of the Organization 

include： 

(i) the establishment of TOÎO "as a specialized agency within the terms 

of Article 57 of the Charter of the United Nations" (preamble to 

the Constitution).； 

(ii) the statement in Article 2(b) that a function of the Organization 

shall be "to establish and maintain effective collaboration with the 

United Nations, specialized agencies, governmental health administrations, 

professional groups and such other organizations as may be deemed 

appropriate"； 

(iii) provisions which imply the general supervision and control by the 

Health Assembly and the Executive Board of all activities of the 

Organization (Articles IS, 19, 21, 28 and 29)； 

(iv) Article 18(i), which requires the Health Assembly "to consider 

recommendations bearing on health made by the General Assembly, the 

Economic and Social Council, the Security Council and the Trusteeship 

Council of the United Nations, and to report to them on the steps taken 

to give effect to such recommendations"• 
7 



(v) Article 18(j) which requires the Health Assembly "to report to 

the Economic and Social Council in accordance with any agreement 

between the Organization and the United Nations". 

These provisions of the Oonstitution establish the full authority of the 

Health Assembly and the Executive Board and therefore determine their relation to 

any regional body which may Ъе established. Further, the relation of ТОЮ to the 

United Nations ahd in particular to the General Assembly and the Economic and 

Social Council requires 七he acceptance of 1H0 as an integrated body to negotiate 

and co-operate with the United Nations and its agencies on any question of world 

health. The words of Article I of the Agreement between "WHO and the United Nations 

are significant in that the United Nations recognizes the World Health Organization 

as "the specialized agency responsible for taking such action as may be appropriate 

under its Constitution for the accomplishment of the objectives set forth therein". 

Certain of the provisions of Chapter XI of the Constitution, considered by 

themselves, may present some difficulties of interpretation but Article 45 which 

states "each regional organization should be an integral part of the Organization 

in accordance with this Constitution" leaves no doubt as to the general intention 

of the Chapter. Close integration is also implied in Article 51 which confers on 

the Director-General general authority over the regional office； and Article 54, 

which refers especially: to the organizations which were in existence before the 

Constitution was signed, provides for their integration with the Organization "as 

soon as practicable through common action based on mutual consent of the competent 

authorities expressed through the organizations concerned". Articles of the 

Constitution other than those cited above give further guidance as to the form of 

relationship between WHO and its regional organisations and in particular Articles 

34, 55 and 56, which deal with the preparation of the annual budget estimates of the 

Organization, Article 35, which provides that the Director-General shall appoint the 

staff of the Secretariat
 5
 and Article 53, governing the appointment of regional staff 

other than the regional director. It is also relevant to note that Article 32 

prescribes that "the Director-Ganeral shall be ex officio Secretary of the Health 

Assembly^ of the Board, of all commissions and committees of the Organization and 



of conferences convened by it". The Director-General has de facto delegated to the 

regional directors the authority to act as his representative in the meetings of 

the regional committees. 

The main provisions which were designed to re concile with the establishment of 

WHO as the sole health organization the antecedent existence of other health 

organizations, and particularly some of strongly regional character are as follows: 

Article 46 provides for both a regional office and a regional committee. 

Articles 4 8 , 49 and 50 confer on regional committees substantial rights in regard 

to such matters as place of meeting, rules of procedure and regional (as contrasted 

with general) policy and activities. 

Article 52 also provides that "the head of the regional office shall be the 

regional director appointed by the Board in agreement with the regional committee" 

and results in the regional director having to some extent a divided responsibility. 

Since the Director-General is the chief technicál and administrative officer of the 

Organization, it seems clear that he has the responsibility of advising the Board 

on its appointments of regional directors. 

As stated above
3
 the provisions of the Constitution which are of direct concern 

to regional committees and offices are mostly contained in Chapter XI. Some 

comment s on these Articles may be made at this stage. Article 44(a) empowers the 

World Health Assembly to define areas and set up regional organizations, but it 

should be noted that the Article is not strictly mandatory. Even the duty to 

define geographical areas (Article 44(a)) is dependent upon the Health Assembly's 

reaching the decision that it is desirable to establish a regional organization in 

a particular area；、and Article 44(b) is clearly permissive. It is important also 

•to note that there is nothing final or limited in this procedure. The present six 

regions with their regional committees and offices are not necessarily permanent. 

The Health Assembly has full power to change, reduce or increase the number with the 

sole restriction that the establishment of a regional organization within any 

geographical area defined by the Assembly is dependent on "the consent of a majority 

of Members situated within the area". 



Article 47 prescribes 七hat "Regional committees shall be composed of 

representatives of the Member States and Associate Member s in the region concerned. 

Territories or groups of territories within the region^ which are not responsible 

for the conduct of their international relations and which are not Associate 

Members, shall have the right to be represented and to participate in regional 

committees. The nature and extent of the right s and obligations of these 

territories or groups of territories in regional committees shall be determined 

by the Health Assembly in consultation with the Member or other authority having 

responsibility for the international relations of these territories and -with the 

Member States in the region". This has required practical interpretation of the 

expression "Member State in the region" and the definition of the rights and 

responsibilities of Associate Members and "territories which are not Associate 

Members". This subject is examined in a later part of this paper. 

Article 51 states that the regional office »shall be the administrative organ 

of the regional committee" but qualifies this statement by making it "subject to 

the general authority of the Director-General". It is therefore theoretically 

possible under this Article for the regional office to receive conflicting 

instructions from the Health Assembly, the Executive Board and the Director-General on 

the one hand, and from the regional committee on the other. 

Development of Regionalization in "WHO 

Events in organizations, which existed before the World Health Organization 

have infuenced the development of regionalization in КУНО. The Pan American 

Sanitary Bureau had existed as a regional organization since 1902. The Office 

International d'Hygiene Publique (OIHP) had the co-operation of a number of 

autonomous- regional agencies - the Egyptian Quarantine Board, the PASB and the 

Eastern Bureau of the Health Organization of the League of Nations. The Egyptian 

Quarantine Board was expanded into the Pan Arsb Sanitary Bureau in 1946. In this 

last-named cass
}
 "the Regional Goimnittiee for "the Eastern Mediterranean recommended 

that "the functions of the Alexandria Sanitary Bureau be integrated within those of 

the Regional Organization of the World Health Organization"с This recommendation was 



approved by the Executive Board at its third session.
1

 The functions and assets 

of the former Eastern Bureau of the League were transferred by the United Nations 

to the Interim Commission of ТОЮ. Because of the inter-regional character of 

the Epidemiological Intelligence Station at Singapore, it has not been incorporated 

in any of the regions of WHO but is considered as a part of the headquarters 

organization. 

The development of regionalization in 丽〇 may be regarded as having begun 

with the International Health Conference held in New York in June and July 1946. 

A summary of the discussions and conclusions which led to the adoption of Chapter XI 

of the Constitution by the Conference is given in the Proceedings and Final Act 

of the Conference.
2

 In particular, the following extracts from those Proceedings 

indicate something of what was in the minds of those who drew up the Constitutions .. 

(i) "This texfc is based upon two major assumptions: 

(a) that both policy-making committees and administrative offices 

will be necessary for the effective discharge of the Organization's 

responsibilities at the regional level, and 

(b) that each regional branch so constituted, shall be an integral 

part of the total organization.
11 

( Ü ) иву unanimously approving Chapter XI аз a. whole the Conference recorded 

its view that the elaborate provisions inserted into the Constitution 

as to regional arrangements wôuld at one and the same time assure unity of 

action by the central organization on health matters of world-wide import 

and allow for adequate flexibility in handling the special needs of 

regional area's." 

At this point may be mentioned a declaration by the Conference which is in 
3 

effect an interpretation of the Constitution： 

— — • • —__• •_、 «МЧ! n 1 1 

1
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"With regard to the question as to whether the functions of regional committees 

are subject to the general authority of the Assembly, the Conference rules that such 

is implicit in Article A , Section (c) ^"ow Article 4乏7 她
i c h

 reads as follows: 

'Each regional health organization should be an integral part of the World Health 

Organization in accordance with this Constitution
f

•” 

This question of regional organization was one of the most controversial 

subjects discussed at the New York Conference and this fact is perhaps not 

sufficiently recorded in the Official Records because tha greater part of the 

discussion took place in working parties of which no minutes were kept; but the 

agreed statemerrfcs just quoted indicate the difficulty of reconciling the recognized 

need for one integrated organization with the natural reluctance of the then 

existing international health organizations to lose their identity and possibly 

their often substantial record of achievement in a new and untried world organization. 

The strong feelings of the governments that were interested in ensuring and 

protecting the continuance of the work, and even o£ pre serving the form, of the 

regional organizations had much to do with the adoption of Articles 46 and 47 dealing 

with the establishment and composition of regional committees, of Article 50 

prescribing the functions of regional committees^ of Article 52 prescribing the 

iriathod of oppoiixting the regional directors, and of Article 54 which determined the 

procedure for integrating with the new organization the health organizations 

previously existing. 

Resolutions of successive World Health Assemblies and Executive Boards 

Since Article 44 of the Constitution, as stated above
3
 is not strictly 

mandatory the present position is not a necessary consequence of the Constitution 

itself but arises from a resolution of the First World Health Assembly, as follows: 

1

 ^/ША1.727 Handbook of Decisions and Resolutions, First Editior^ 153 



"The First World Health Assembly 

RESOLVED on the delineation of the following as geographical areas： 
(1) Eastern Mediterranean Area, (2) Western Pacific Area^ (3) South-East 
Asia Area^ (4) European Area, (5) African Area, (6) American Area 

/follows à list of count rie s included in each area7 

RESOLVED that the Executive Board should be instructed (1) to establish 
regional organizations in accordance with the delineation of geographical 
areas decided upon and as soon as the consent of a majority of Members 
situated in such areas had been obtained; (2) as regards the Eastern 
Mediterranean Area, to integrate the Alexandria Regional Bureau with 
ïfflO as soon as possible; and (3) as regards Europe

y
 to establish, as 

soon as possible, a temporary sepcial administrative office to deal with 
the health rehabilitation of war-devastated countries in that area". 

From the reports of the discussion which led up to this resolution'
1

' it will be 

seen that it was not at first unanimously assumed that regional organizations were 

necessarily to be set up at that stage^ that some Members suggested that in the 

first place regional organizations should be set up for particular parts of the 

world only and that some Members doubted whether the finances of the Organization 

could support any complete scheme of regionalization. The first two of these 

reservations are probably now of historical interest only； the third has been 

mentioned in the Introduction to this paper. 

ВУ this resolution the First World Health Assembly established the regional 

areas substantially as they now exist. It should be noted that certain areas, 

especially some islands，were not included in the regions established by this 

résolut i on • It is also important that in this resolution the Assembly delegated 

to the Executive Board full authority to set up regional organizations within the 

areas delinpateci as soon as the ponsent of a majority of Members situated in such 

areas was obtained. 

In pursuance of the authority so delegated to it the Executive Board： 

(i) at its first session established the Regional Office for South-

East Asia and at its second session provisionally approved the selection 

of New Delhi as the site of the Regional Office； 

1
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( Ü ) at its third session approved the establishment of the Regional 

Office for the Eastern Mediterranean and, conditionally, the selection 

of Alexandria as the site for the regional office, subject to 

consultation with the United Nations5 

(iii) at its eighth session, in various resolutions, approved the 

establishment of the Regional Offices for the Western Pacific, Europe 

and Africa. Various preliminary negotiations in regard to each of these 

regional offices had previously been noted in resolutions of the World 

Health Assembly, and the selection of the sites of these regional offices 

took into consideration the necessity for consultation with the 

United Nations. 

The Regional Office for the Americas has differed from the other regional 

offices in that its creation resulted from negotiations for the integration of the 

Pan American Sanitary Bureau with WHO. The result of these negotiations was 

embodied in an agreement between 1H0 and 

Health Assembly (resolution 1HA2.91). 

be noted. First, th§ Directing Council 

PASB which was approved by the Second World 

Two points in the agreed arrangements should 

of the Pan American Sanitary Organization 

acts as the WHO Regional Committee for the region of the Americas. Second, the. 

system of zone offices of PASB ensures liaison between the regional office and the 

governments of Member States. 

r ~ 

Off. Rec. World Hlth Org. 
2Í, Annex 12. 



P A R T III 

BEIATIONS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 

Relations with the United Nations and Specialized Agencies 

Article 57 of the Charter of the United Nations refers to the establishment, 

by intergovernmental agreement, of the specialized agencies. Article 63 of the 

Charter provides that the Economic and Social Council "may enter into agreements 

with any of the agencies referred to in Article 57, by defining the terras On which 

the agency concerned shall be brought into relationship with the United Nations". 

Article 63 also provides that the Economic and Social Council "may co-ordinate the 

activities of the specialized agencies through consultations with and recommendations 

to such agencies and through recommendations to the General Assembly and to the 

Members of the United Nations" • . 

Article I8(i) and ( j) of the Constitution of WHO include in the functions 

of the World Health Assembly "to consider recommendations bearing on health made 

by the General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council, the Security Council or 

Trusteeship Council of the United Nations, and to report to them on the steps taken 

b y the Organization to give effect to such recommendations"； and "to report to the 

Economic and Social Council, in accordance with any agreement between the Organization 

and the United Nations". Article 69 provides that "the Organization shall be 

brought into relation with the United Nations as one of the specialized agencies 

referred to in Article 57 of the Charter of the United Nations". The agreement 

bringing the Organization into relationship with the United Nations was approved by 
" 1 

the First World Health Assembly. 

Article 50(d) of the Constitution also includes in the functions of the 

regional comnittee "to co-operate with the respective regional committees of the 

United Nations and with those of other specialized agencies and with other regional 

international organizations having interests in common with the Organization". 

The Agreement between the United Nations and the World. Health Organization, 

whereby the United Nations recognizes the World Health Organization as the 

1
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specialized agency responsible in the field of health, provides' in Article XI 

that "Any regional or branch offices which the World Health Organization may-

establish, shall, so far as practicable, be closely associated with such regional 

or branch offices as the United Nations may establish" • Article XIX of the same 

Agreement states that： 

"1. The United Nations and the World Health Organization agree to the 
foregoing provisions in the belief that they will contribute to the 
maintenance of effective liaison between the two organizations. They affirm 
their intention of taking whatever further measures may be necessary to make 
this liaison fully effective. 

M

2 . The liaison arrangements provided for in the foregoing articles of 
this agreement shall apply as far as appropriate to the relations between 
such branch or regional offices as may be established by the two organizations, 
as well as between their central headquarters.

!t 

WHO has also entered into direct formal arrangements with several of the 

specialized agencies which establish relationships between Ш0 and the particular 

agency. The advantages of the knowledge, advice and resources available through 

such agencies, individually or collectively, make it essential for the Organization 

to be effectively associated with the other members of the United Nations family, 

and this association is primarily the responsibility of headquarters• Though a 

certain limited delegation may be made to regional offices for particular activities 

in association with those other agencies, it is not possible for headquarters to 

delegate more than a small part of this responsibility. 

The Economic and Social Council at its third session requested the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations to establish a committee on co-ordination 

(now called the "Administrative Committee on Co-ordination") to consist of himself 

and the executive heads of the specialized agencies, for the purpose of assuring 

effective co-ordination of the work of the various agencies. 

The emphasis on co-ordination has been greatly increased by the development 

of the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for Economic Development. Even 

before this the requirements of co-ordination had to be met in connexion with the 

programmes undertaken in co-operation with UNICEF and certain other inter-agency 

activities. These large programmes make available direct contributions of material 



aidj the health aspects thereof are carried out through agreements with WHO in 

its capacity as the United Nations specialized agency responsible for health.. 

It is therefore in the interest of governments which desire to participate in 

these programmes to utilize WHO as a single jjiternational organization vrtiich can 

negotiate with other agencies to secure that the needs of their people are dealt 

with on the widest and most effective basis• 

Although the association of WHO with the United Nations and the specialized 

agencies requires primarily central direction) the regional economic commissions 

of the Economic and Social Council deal with the economic problems of groups of 

countries^ and relationships with the economic commissions can, perhaps, more 

effectively be carried on through regional offices; certain problems arise, of 

course， because the regions are not conterminous. 

It will be seen from the above that regionalization of any specialized agency 

is affected by general policies of the United Nations and the Economic and Social 

Council, and it is necessary to ensure that relationships among the agencies are 

not adversely affected by the greater development of regionalization in 1Ш0 than 

in the other agencies• 

Development of Regionalization in Other Agencies 

It may make clearer the general considerations relevant to this study to give 

a sketch of the extent to which other members of the United Nations family have 

adopted a regional type of organization. It appears that the methods and 

degree of regionalization found appropriate to the various organizations have 

depended on their functions and objectives^ Certain specialized agencies, for 

example
5
 the International Bank and the International Monetary Fund, have found 

that their work is not such as to call for any special regional machinery or 

organization. The agencies that have found it necessary to develop regional 

organizations have based their geographical division on different criteria, 

according to the different nature of their activities. As a result, within the 

entire United Nations family there are no con^ei'minous regions, and the boundaries 

and composition of regional areas are not identical for any two of the agencies 

concerned. 



A t

 this stage Ш0 has developed regional organizations further than any other 

specialized agency although, as the total United Nations programme, and in 

particular the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for Economic Development, 

has developed, a general trend has appeared towards functional regionalization so 

that agencies may better co-ordinate their work regionally and locally and liaison 

with governments may be facilitated. But so far no regional office of any of the 

other specialized agencies has authority or autonomy comparable to those of the 

WHO regional organizations. 

The regional structure within the United Nations family which is most nearly 

comparable to that of TOO is perhaps to be found in the United Nations Regional 

Economic Commissionsj of which there are threes for Europe, for Latin America 

and for Asia and the Far East., Under the terms of reference of all three 

regional commissions, each commission is to act within the general framework 

of the policy of the United Nations and under the general supervision of the 

Economic and Social Council. Within this framework the commissions have a fairly 

wide latitude to initiate and participate in measures for facilitating concerted 

action for economic reconstruction and development, subject always to the condition 

that no action in respect of any country can be taken without the agreement of the 

country. 

Apart from these economic commissions, various devices are used by other 

agencies to collect information about the countries they serve and to adapt their 

policies to the circumstances of those countries. Common to all, naturally，is 

the method of sending experts to survey a country and report to headquarters. 

Some organize regional or country conference's on special subjects within their 

purview and some, such as UNESCO, encourage the formation of national committees 
• 

which discuss and publicize in their countries the objectives and programmes of 

the agencies concerned, This method appears to be most successful in countries 

in which professional and scientific co-operation is already well established, but 

to be less effective elsewhere. 

UNESCO does not delimit permanent regions $ its Executive Board decides 
a d h o c

 which countries shall be invited to join in each group project. UNESCO 



has recently developed an interesting type of regionalization in the form of 

regional fundamental education centres. It was originally proposed that the 

opening of such centres should be spread over a period of some years. Each 

centre was to be an autonomous service of the UNESCO Secretariat and the director 

of each centre would have powers approximating to the regional directors of 1H0. 

It is understood, however, that UNESCO has now concluded that regionalization of 

this type is likely to be effective only in those areas in which there are a number 

of countries with a common language and a substantially uniform culture. 

FAO has set up subsidiary bodies with a large degree of autonomy, such as the 

International Rice Commission whose object is to promote national and international 

action as to production, conservation, distribution and consumption of rice and 

which is empowered, for example, to undertake co-operative projects for the solution 

of problems and to make recommendations for action to its Member nations. It 

reports periodically to the Direct or-General and the FAO Conference what it has 

done. 

Tha ILO has for some time had manpower field offices in Brazil 归ao Paulo ) , 

I n a i a
 (Bangalore) Turkey (Istanbul) ana Italy <Eome). The Director-General of 

ILO recently proposed to the Governing Body that these should be changed into 

general field offices, to deal with the Technical Assistance and other operational 

programmes of ILO, in addition to their work on questions of manpower. Under this 

proposal, these field offices would, for these operational programmes, carry out 

duties very similar to those of the 1H0 regional offices, but the directors of the 

field offices would be responsible to and act under the supervision of the Chief 

of the Field Services Division of ILO. The Governing Body, at its meeting in 

November 1952, noted the proposal of the Director43eneral and he was accordingly 

authorized to develop the proposal at his discretion. A further proposal to 

increase the number of field offices will be considered at the session of the 

Governing Body to be held in the spring of 195 

1
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This difference between the regional arrangements of WHO and varioùs devices 

of other agencies considerably complicates the procedure for liaison ж th those 

other agencies on field programmes and projects
 0
 With UNICEF alone there is a 

standard agreed procedure，based first on discussion in the UNICEF/WHO J oint Health 

Policy Committee and on an agreement that J oint UNICEF/WHÜ programmes shall be 

presented to and discussed with governments ¿ ointly by representatives of the two 

bodies • A imich more limited agreemsnti/\hich could usefully be applied in similar 

cases, has been reached -with UNESCO on its fundamental education projects in a few 

countries ； it has been agreed that WHO shall advise the health ministry on ary 

health aspects of the p r o j e c t s M o r e ofte:n
5
 however

5
 the arrangements for joint 

mork with other agencies have tended to Ъе empirical and to be made ad hoc in each 

case. WHO staff working on field projects are always told
5
 in their briefing， of 

other agencies
x

 projects that will affect their work^ and are advised to work with 

the regional representatives of those agencies through the WHO regional office » 

The appoirxtment,, by the Chairman of the Technical Assistance Boards of resident » -

Technical Assistance representatives (RTAR) should help to bring more regularity 

into the arrangements for co-ordination among agencies
 0
 These RTARS are appointed 

to act，in the country to i/ôiich they are appointed^ as representative of the 

Technical Assistance Board and of all the participating organisations arü are 

expected to act in accordance -with the established lines of policy of the agencies 

as well as of the TAB
 w
 Included in their terms of reference is the following 

paragraphs 

"To assist in ensuring tha effective rendering of assistance by the various 
Participating Organizations and in harmonising the activities of experts and 
specialists provided by these organizations

s
 with a "view to assuring the -

development of well-Ъalanced and co-ordinated technical assistance programmes 
in that country and to keep himself informed on the activities of the 
organization and the experts within the countiy «> Experts are responsible 
directly to the organizations and report direct to then^ but they will 
close f>o-operaticn with Resident Representatives and the latter ÍATÍII be called 
upon to assist in negotiations with the Government at the policy level, though 
not at the technical level 

By November 195^ resident Technical Assistarice representatives had been appointed 

for toventy-three countries s Afghanistan^ Australia and New Zealand^ Вolivia
д
 .Buma^... 

Ceylon^ Colombia, Greece^ Haiti^ Indonesia^ India)工ran) Iraq^ Israeli gor^Ln.â^ci,'-

Lebanon and Syria, Litya, Pakistan^ Philippines', Turkay^ Uruquay
3
 Yugoslavia

e 
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P A R T IV" 

REGIONAL ORGâNIZATION 

Regional Committees 

The functions, duties and membership of regional committees áre defined in 

Articles 46 to 52 inclusive of the Constitution; Article 8 of the Constitution, 

TiAiich relates to Associate Members of the Organization, is also relevant. 

The interpretation in practice of Article 47 gave rise to three difficult 

questionst 

(a) the exact meaning of the words "Member States in the region" j 

(b) the conditions on which Associate Members should be represented 

on and participate in regional committees^ and 

(c) the position of territories not responsible for the conduct of 

their international relations (this group falls Into two aub-groupst 

(i) those in which the territories are constitutionally 
part of the metropolitan countryj 

(ii) those which are constitutionally separate from the 
metropolitan country). 

These questions were referred to the Executive Board by the First World 

Health Assembly and were considered at the second and third sessions of the Board.^ 

The Board found itself unable to reach a satisfactory solution of these questions 

and referred them back to the Second "World Health Assembly. 

On the interpretation of "Member States in the region", there were two main 

viewsî the first, that only thoje countries of which the seat of government was 

in the region satisfied the definition; tbe second, that since metropolitan 

states arc responsible for the international relations of the territories concerned 

in the regions, it follmvcd that so far as concerns menibership of an international 

organization the metropolitan government is the government of the territory in 

the region and therefore entitled to representation on the regional committee 
i 

Reo. World Hlth Org, 14, 26 and 17, 17 



On Associate Members, the main question was "whether they should have equal 

rights with Member States on the regional committee or whether their voting rights 

should be restricted. 

On other territories not responsible for their international relations, the 

same question of voting rights was discussed as for Associate Members• It was 

also proposed for this class of territory that each regional committee should make 

its own recommendations for approval by the World Health Assembly, on the nature 

and extent of the obligations of such territories in the regional organization. 

These questions were discussed by the Second World Health Assembly and the 

decision of the Assembly was embodied in resolution ЩАЛ二 

Throughout the discussion it "was common ground that it would be to the 

advantage of the Organization and would best promote the objectives of the 

Organization in the region to have on the regional committee the widest repre-

sentation of territories in the region .compatible with the requirements of the 

Constitution。 The resolution cited above is designed to reconcile these two 

considerations. The Board will note that Article 47 of the Constitution does 

not contain a provision as to the qualifications required of representatives to 

regional committees similar to that embodied in Articles 11 and 24 in regard to 

delegates to the Health Assembly and members of the Executive Board• 

The study "which the Board is making) in pursuance of resolution 1HA5#42, of 

the rights and obligations of Associate Members is of course relevant to some of 

the above considerations• 

Article 48 of the Constituirán provides that regional committees shall meet 

as often as necessary and shall determine the place of their meeting• The places 

in which meetings of regional committees have been held and the meeting places 

forecast for 1953 and 1954 are shown in Annex III. The Board will note that these 

meetings are often held away from the headquarters of the regional office and it 

may wish to consider A e t h e r the additional cost involved in this procedure and 

1
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the consequent disturbance of the work of the regional office are out-weighed by 

the advantages of arousing interest in the different countries of the region. 

Similar considerations have, of course, arisen in regard to the place of meetings 

of the World Health Assembly and, in pursuance of resolution 1HA5.48 of the Fifth 

World Health Assembly, the Board is studying these questions in relation to the 

meeti明s of the Assembly. 

Article 49 provides that regional committees shall adopt their own rules of 

procedure. 

Article 50 sets out particular functions of the committee, most of 他ich are 

considered in other parts of this paper. 

Regional Offices 

The Board in earlier sessions has, to a certain extent, examined the regional 

offices in terms of organizational structure and administrative efficiency, in 

connexion with its overall study of these questions.
1

 The organizational structure 

ani staffing pattern vary considerably from one region to another, and in order 

to assist the Board to understand the situation, organization and position charts 

for each office are given in Annex II. These charts show the positions authorized 

for 1952,他ether they have been filled or not. A statement of the composite 

functions of a regional office is given below. Particular attention is called to 

the statement of the functions of the WHO area representatives. In the course of 

1952 such representatives were appointed to the staff of the South-East Asia 

Regional Office, and it is possible that similar appointments will be made in other 

regional offices (apart from the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, Regional Office 

for the Americas, whose zone offices have rather similar functions ). 

Composite functions of a Regional Office 

Since some variations exist in the structure and in the names of organizational 

units in the several regional offices of WHO, the functional statements shown in 

Annex IV are not for any particular regional office but for a composite one. 

1

0 f f . Rec> World. Hlth Org. 26, 23, paras. 119-124, and annexes 4 and 5, p.92j 
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Communications 

The establishment of a regional office, and the meeting in regional committees 

of representatives of the countries in the region, mean improved, communications 

between YÍHO and the national governments in the region； but decentralizing these 

contacts between YfflO and Member States raises new problems of communication 

between regional offices and headquarters, and the solution to these problems 

is essential to the effective functioning of the Organization. 

There are three chief methods of communication between headquarters and 

regional offices: 

(a) Ordinary correspondence (i) on policy and on principles of 

administration， (ii) on purely technical points
0 

(b) Reports (i) on individual projects or surveys, (ii) on the work 

of the regional office as a v/hole
 e
 A new system of reports was brought 

into operation at the beginning of 1952. Each regional office and head-

quarters make quarterly a report on their work, -which is sent to each of 

the other offices
 c
 This reporting system will take a little time to get 

into full operation but its results so far are promising. It should not 

only provide better communications within the Organization but also make 

it easier both to inform other agencies and Member States of what WHO 

is doing, and for technical officers themselves to judge how their work 

is progressing
e 

(c) Visits. The best letters and reports do not promote mutual under-

standing so well as personal contacts， Visits between regions^ or between 

headquarters and regional offices are expensive and take time. However
д 

there is no substitute for such visits if the work of the Organization is 

to progress in an orderly, effective manner。 The question was discussed 

by the Board at its seventh session.^ 

"'"Off, ReCo World Hlth Org. 33, 32 
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Privileges^ Immunities and Facilities 

The effective operation of individual regional offices is to a considerable 

extent affected by the privileges, immunities and facilities afforded by the host 

government to the regional offices • The host agreements signed by the Governments 

of Egypt, France (for the Regional Office for Africa), India and the Philippines, 

contain the same general provisions• The Regional Office for Europe, "which is 

temporarily located in Geneva^ is covered by the arrangements made for the head-

quarters office. The pre-existence of the Pan iimeric?n Sanitary Bureau "which is 

the Regional Office for the Americas made it unnecessary to enter into an agree-

ment Y/ith the United States of America; no agreement exists between PASB and the 

United States, but privileges and immunities were defined by Congressional action. 

It may be noted that this did not include the exemption of United States employees 

from United States taxation in respect of salaries and emoluments paid by the 

Organization. 

India: Off, Rec. World Hlth Org. 21, Annex 11, Egypt: Off. Rec. World Hlth Org. 
35> Annex 7, P h i l i p p i n e s : O f f , RecT "World Hlth Org. 40, Annex 11，Africa: 
Off. Rec. World Hlth Org. лТ. — 



. P A R T V 

BUDGETlilï AND F I M N C I A L ADMEiESTRâTION 

Policy . 

The Articles in the Constitution of WHO #iich provide for budgetary and 

financial administration are 18(f), 34, 50(f) and 55-58 inclusive„ The Financial 

Regulations, adopted ty the World Health Assembly, govern the financial adminis-

tration of the Organization。 Under Financial Regulation 10,1, the Director-General 

is required to establish detailed financial rules (subject to confirmation by the 

Executive Board) and procedures in order to ensure effective administration and the 

exercise of economy. The Executive Board at its second session adopted principles
2 

for the application of the Financial Regulations and Bules to regional offices, and 

for regional budgets» In so doings the Board decided，inter alia, that the 

Financial Regulations and Rules are applicable to the entire Organization^ that 

all funds received by the Organization will be subject to the Financial Regulations 

and Rulesj and that, as regional organizations are integral parts of the World 

Health Organization, their budgets must be presented to the World Health Assembly 

as part of the budget which the Dire с to r- Gene ral ̂  in accordance with the Constitu-

tion, is required to present； the regional budget should include the complete plan 

of operations for the year and should indicate what part, if any, is expected to be 

met by supplementary contributions by the States in the region. 

The Budget Cycle
3 

The programme on which the annual budget estimates submitted by the Director-

General are based must be planned, developed and executed over a three-year period, 

•which is defined as follows: 

1

 Off. Rec. World Hlth. O r g . 丞 Annex 6 
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To the extent practicable, this process applies not only to the Regular Budget 
but also to the Expanded Programme for Technical Assistance, some alterations being 
necessaiy to meet the requirements of ECOSOC, TAG and TAB 



Planning years The calendar year in which the progranmie and budget is 

prepared for approval by the World Health Assembly in the succeeding year and for 

execution in the second succeeding year, 

• Approving уеагз The Calendar year during which the World Health Assembly 
atreví юлш _м:«»ди-_—, •丨丨•„••л_|、_.| •• I M_|" ‘ 

approves the programme and budget and appropriates funds for the regular programme 

for the following year. 

Operating year5 The calendar year during ^ i c h the programme is exBcuted.*'* 
l_ •‘• —Mill —Г1Ш 

Programme and Budget Estimates 

In 1950, the Director-General requested th$ directors of the then existing 

regional offices to prepare detailed programme and budget estimates for work to be 

done in the region and to obtain the re commendations thereon of the regional 

committee
 9
 in order that he might make use of those plans in preparing his programme 

and budget for the financial year 1952。 This practice has been developed, and 

extended so that, for the programme and budget estimates for 1953 and 1954, all 
2 

regional directors and regional committees have performed this function. 

Under this system，the Director-General, as early as possible in the planning 

year, sends to the regional directors instructions for the preparation of the 

programme and budget estimate for implementation in the second succeeding year. 

The instructions include programme policy guidance, taking into account decisions 

of the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board, including the approved general 

programme of work for a specific period, алс! the form in -which the programme and 

budget estimates are to be presented^ They further indicate the tentative allo-

cations (for both the regular and Technical Assistance programmes) to the region 

for the regional office and for field activities within the region» 

The regional directors prepare the programme and budget estimates for the 

region, at the same time revising, as necessary in the light of developments, the 

previous estimates for the next succeeding year
0
 These are prepared after 

1 For the I954 programme and budget, the planning year is 1952, the approving year 
1953 and the operating year 1954 
2 

Except Reg。Сопь for East。Medo, which did not meet in 1951 or 1952 



consultation vàth governments regarding the international assistance required for 

the budget year to further the orderly development of their national health 

prograinmeso Regional directors are responsible for assuring that these coiintiy 

proposals conform to general plans and policies as defined by the Health Assembly. 

The Regional director presents the programme and budget estimates for the 

region to the regional committee for consideration
э
 since the function of assisting 

in the development of his programme and budget proposals has been delegated by the 

Director-General to regional committees
5
 in accordance m t h Article 50(g) of the 

Constitution., They are then submitted to the Director-General- m t h the comments 

and re commendations of the regional director and those of the regional committer。 

The Director-General prepares his proposed progratrane and budget estimates^ 

taking into consideration the proposals of the regional directors and the regional 

committees^ as as the advice of his staff at headquarters。 

The prograninie and "budget estimates are submittsd to the Executive Board in 

January of the approving year
f
 for its coimnents and recommendations which, together 

with the estimates》are presented to the Health Assembly.^ 

The D ire с to r- Gene ral ’ s proposed programme and budget and the re commendations 

of the Executive Board arc considered in detail by the Health Assembly^ which 

decides on the programme it т̂зЬзз to approve s,nd on the funds to be appropriated 

for regular programme activities о The decision of the Assemblj
r

 with respect to 

the programme and budget to be financed from regular funds is contained in the 

Appropriation Resolution which establishes the total amounts for which obligations 

may be incurred in the follomng year for the purposes stated in the resolution. 

Allotments 
тял^жя^ялж^хжялтг^'ш'.шят ‘rar «.<-jy» 

The appropriations voted Ъу the Health Assembly constitute an authorization to 

the Director-Gene ral to incur obligations and make payments for the purposes for 

•which the appropriations yiqtq voted and up to the amounts so voted, but no 

obligations may be incurred or payments .made rntil an allotment for the specific 

purpose has been issued by the Director-Generals Regional directors request 



allotments for specific purposes^ e«g<,, the expenses of the regional office, or a 

particular project or activity。 Initial requests for allotments are accompanied 

by a plan of operations (for projects), any comments or justifications and the 

estimated cost for the financial year
d
 The request is reviewed at headquarters to 

assure that it is in accordance m t h the Appropriation Resolution, and the policies 

of the Health Assembly and the Executive Board。 The allotment is issued in writing 

to the regional director, who is responsible to the Directors-General for assuring 

that obligations are incurred only for the purposes indicated in the allotment and 

within the amounts specified in it (a report on all allotments issued for the year 

concerned, i
e
e ” the “ operation year

1

' is furnished to the Executive Board at its 

mid—year session)
c 

Regional offices are responsible for the control and analysis of the allotments 

which are issued to thenu They decide on obligations to be incurred against 

allotments up to the amounts indicated.for each main aspect of the work for -which 

the allotment is issued (personal services, allowances and travel, supplies and 

equipment^ fellowships)。 They are responsible for maintaining records showing at 

any time the amounts allotted and obligated and the available balance of the 

allotments Thus, regional directors have been given complete authority to incur 

obligations for all purposes (including awards for fellowships) in executing the 

approved programme in the region^ "within the amounts of the allotments issued to 

them» They cannot themselves change the amount of an allotment, but they can re-

quest the alteration of that amounts Periodically^ the status of allotments is 

analyzed in the regional office and reported to headquarters, -where each allotment 

is reviewed and such adjustments made as necessary to assure, on the one hand, that 

the amount is adequate for the purpose intended, and on the other
3
 that funds are 

not unnecessarily tied up if they are not actually required for obligations during 

the financial year。 This is necessary to secure an effective utilization of the 

funds at the Organization's disposal. 

Completion of the Budget Cycle 
щт^Ётяата^-1яя0тщгш mm“ ят ••• •• i at ̂ ««и явшяв «L*i>nrerusi«^dH 'rm^ж-штк ¡щ^шшлтл_ 

The budget process^ as described above, is necessarily a continuing one, as the 

original estimates are from time to time modified in the light of actual programme 



developments. As soon as possible after the end of the financial year, the accounts 

of each regional office are closed and reported to headquarters, and the actual 

budget performance is reflected in the obligations ïdiich were incurred. (The method 

of final financial reporting on each year's activities is described below). 

л 

Financial Arrangements 

Bank Accounts 

Primary bank accounts are opened by the Director-General and are draim upon by 

a joint panel of signatories established by the Director-General and the regional 

director concerned. Funds of the Organization are transferred by headquarters to 

the regional accounts. Regional directors are authorized to open such secondaiy 

accounts as are required for the effective functioning of the regional office under 

the authority delegated to than by the Director—General» The regional director 

advises headquarters of all bank accounts "vchich he opens under this authority. He 

is authorized to transfer funds from the primary accounts mentioned above to the 

secondary accounts. 

Disbursements 

Regional offices have the authority to make payments on the basis of vouchers 

and supporting documents which are designed to ensure that the services or goods 

have been received and that payments have not already been made. 

Other Financial Arrangements 

Arrangements for travel, mnovals and conferences, and the purchase of 

administrative supplies are delegated to regional offices. Operational supplies 

and equipment are generally purchased through headquarters in order to assure the 

widest field of selection, and also the effective use of the various currencies 

available to the Organization (particularly under the Technical Assistance programme 

where it is necessaiy to make the fullest use of a wide variety of currencies). 

Accounting 

Accounting has been progressively delegated to the regional offices and by 1 

January 1953 all regional offices vdll be s elf - accounting in that they m 11 maintain 



a complete set of accounting records in which will be reflected all the financial 

transactions of the region о Monthly returns are submitted to headquarters in order 

that the essential consolidated accounts of the whole Organization may be established 

and a current control of 'its financial position maintained. . * 

Bscausie a considerable responsibility for accounting has been delegated to 

regional directors and decentralized to the regional offices^ it has been necessary 

t.o prescribe detailed accounting and financial reporting procedures to be followed by-

each of the regional offices* Only by adhering to uniform methods..is it possible to 

maintain uniformity in reporting» This is designed to make possible the presentation 

of a single consolidated financial report which "will reflect the activities of the 

whole Organization from all sources of funds handled by it whether at headquarters or 

regional offices-

In view uf the fact that internal auditors are examining the financial trans-

act l.ons to, a great extent locally^ the monthly returns are limited to the minimum. 

• • The Director-General is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal 

financial control which must provide foi an effective current examination and review 

of financial transactions of the Organization^ To assist in carrying out this 

responsibility， the internal auditors of the Organization audit the financial records 

and accounts to ensure that transactions are in accordance with policy, rules and 

regulations, that the methods of accounting for obligations and expenditure are being 

ubserredjj and that the machinery is satisfactory^ To facilitate' this examination^ 

internal auditors have been stationed in several of the regional offices, though they 

remain directly responsible to headquarter。 ïhe decentralization of accounts, 

described above
y
 will result in more work for the internal auditors » 

Annua]. Financial Report 

The Director-General is required to submit an annual financial report to the 

Health Assembly о This report; which is considered a part of the Annual' Report of the 



Director-General, reflects, in financial terms, the Organization's activities. It 

provides to the Assembly an account of the financial management of the total resources 

available to the Organization, including regional budgets, and includes in informative 

tables complete financial data which reflect the various programme activities and 

regional and headquarters functions. 

Audit Control 

Pursuant to the Financial Regulations, the Health Assembly has appointed an 

External Auditor who audits the accounts of the Organization and reports thereon to 

the Assembly. . The External AuditBr is
y
 of course

y
 required to report on accounts 

maintained in regional offices as well as those retained in headquarters
5
 and as a 

result of visits to regional offices； or the audit of the accounting returns submitted 

by those offices,, he is able to advise the Organization on the efficiency and effec-

tiveness of the financial aspects of administration at the various office s • 



P A R T VI ‘' 

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 

The Articles of the Constitution of WHO relating to personnel administration are 

30> 35, 36, 37, 51 and 53- The Staff Regulations
1

 adopted by the World Health 

Assembly govern personnel administration in the Organization. Under Staff Regulation 

12.2, the Director-General makes staff rules to inclement the regulations, which are 

reported to the Health Assembly after confirmation by the Executive Board. The 
о 

Executive Board at its second session decided that Staff Regulations and Staff Rules 

apply to the entire Organization, and that the Regulation (4.2) concerning criteria 

of selection^ particularly individual conipetence and geographical representation, is 

applicable to the entire Organization and that therefore all vacancies in regional 

offices (except such lower grades as may be exempted from geographical representation) 

are to be filled only after consideration of all applicants. 

When regional offices were first established, all staff procedures were carried 

r»ut at headquarters. During the intervening years, it has been possible to delegate 

increasing responsibility for personnel work to the regions. The Director-General, 

pursuant to Article 35 of the Constitution, considering Articles 51 and 53} and in 

accordance with Staff Regulation 12.3, has delegated to regional directors the author-

ity to recruit and appoint staff for any post that can be filled from the regions, 

except that the selection of senior professional and administrative officers in the 

regional offices is still reserved to headquarters. The delegation requires, of 

course, that the Staff Regulations and Rules and the established procedures shall be 

followed» To assure co-ordination, headquarters still appoints officers who are 

recruited from a region other than that in which they are to serve. 

The regional director also has the authority, subject to the general regulations, 

rules and procedures, to change the status and terminate the appointment of any staff 

whom he appoints. It is planned to increase the practice of interchanging inter-

nationally recruited staff among regions anci between regions and the headquarters 

office. In this way, staff members will acquire a broader and more complete 

1
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knowledge of the work of the Organization and a greater understanding of the .problems 

encountered and the ways of solving them. Such staff can make increasingly useful . 

contributions to the total work of the Organization. 

The regional directors have been authorized to decide the proper classification 

of posts filled by local recruitment, and to establish their scales of pay, subject 

to the approval of the Director-General. The classification of pôsts occupied by 

internationally recruited staff is determined by headquarters, in order to assure 

that posts with comparable duties and responsibilities, regardless of their location, 

have the same classification, in. accordance with Staff Regulation 2.1. 

As a result of a recent change in the Staff Rules, regional offices are now 

setting up regional Boards of Appeal to deal with appeals that arise within the region, 

Regional offices are also dealing with most of the day-to-day problems of administra-

tion that affect staff members within the regionî for example, they authorize 

allowances for staff in accord nee with the Staff Rules, travel and reimbrasement 

therefor, home leave and other types of leave, and keep all leave records for the 

staff within the region. Of more importance, they examine and deal with practically 

all problems of staff relations for the entire region. 

To carry out these responsibilities regional personnel officers have been 

appointed to regional offices, except for Africa where the volume of work has not so 

far warranted it. The greater part of the decentralization described above has 

taken place in the year since these posts were created. As these officers gain 

experience, more and more responsibility can be placed on them. It is intended to 

continue to delegate to each regional director the greatest possible responsibility 

for staff operations that affect the work of his region. 



P A R T V I I . 

CONTINUED AND INCREASING RESPONSIBILITIES OF HEADQUARTERS 

prom the earliest stages in the planning for regionalization and decentralization 

it was recognized that certain basic functions must be continued as the responsibility 

o f
 headquarters. The Executive Board at its fifth session also emphasized that cer-

tain basic responsibilities must be retained at headquarters. Since that time, it 

has become increasingly evident that leadership of a vexy high order must be provided 

b y
 headquarters if TOÎO is to carry out its constitutional responsibilities adequately. 

Ihe last few years have brought a vast development of multilateral and bilateral 

agencies interested in international health either directly or as an essential part 

of economic and social improvement work which few can have expected either when the 

Constitution was dravm up or when the First World Health Assembly adopted its 

resolution on regionalization. This development has thrown a greatly increased 

amount of work on the Organization and the functions originally visualized for 

headquarters and regional offices in the development of regionalization have been 

considerably expanded. Ihe large amount of work called for in carrying out TOO's 

constitutional responsibility as co-ordinating authority on international health work 

has thrown a heavy additional burden particula»iy on the headquarters of the 

Organization； the work of regional offices is also increased thereby, but to a lesser 

extent than headquarters. 

The emergence of such work as is supported by the United Nations Expanded 

Programme of Technical Assistance for Economic Development and by UNICEF, by such 

bilateral agencies as the Mutual Security Agency (MSâ) and the Technical Co-operation 

Administration of the United States (TGâ) by such regional arrangements as the 

Colombo Plan, Committee for Co-operation in Technical Matters in Africa South of the 

Sahara (ССТА), Inter-American ECOSOC, South Pacific Commission, e t c , has influenced 

and extended the responsibility of headquarters for co-ordinating activities under-

taken by or in co-operation with such agencies, and for stimulating the kinds of 

1

 off. Reo. World Hlth. Org. 26, 23, para. 119 



activities which can most usefully contribute to the health of the peoples of the 

world• The emergence of additional large international campaigns has thrown a new 

and additional amount of both technical and administrative work, not foreseen in the 

early stages of the Organization, on the staff of ТЛ/НО. Headquarters has been 

actively concerned with establishing and maintaining liaison with these varied agencies, 

with technical planning to assure co-ordination, and, for activities financed from 

funds placed at its own disposal (regular, technical assistance and UNICEF) with 

personnel recruitment, budget management, financial arrangements, procurement of 

supplies and other administrative and financial services. 

Another development, though not so substantial and unforeseen as the abcve, is 

the call for WHO headquarters to deal with special United Nations responsibilities. 

These, though of a regional character, place heavy responsibilities on headquarters 

for planning and negotiation. Examples of such arrangements are UNRWA and the 

assistance required by such organizations as UNHRA. 

The headquarters functions of WHO have also been altered by the establishment 

and development of its own regional offices. It is necessary that clear and complete 

policy direction be provided for those offices, that long-range plans be made to 

meet changing and emerging health needs, that general technical guidance be given 

regions on policy and that they be provided with technical material - through 

publications, expert committee reports, special reports, etc. - which they require in 

the detailed management of the programme in the region. There is an increasing 

responsibility for supervising and co-ordinating programmes in the regions, to assure 

that they are compatible with the policies of the Organization as well as those of 

other organizations participating in combined programmes, such as the Technical 

Assistance Board and UNICEF» Headquarters must also accept responsibility for 

assessing the work of regional organizations, for assuring that it is executed in 

accoixiance with the instructions of the Health Assembly and the Board, and for 

making the correct technical, scientific and administrative deductions
%
 from which 

improved programmes may be developed and scientific lessons learned. 

Freeing of headquarters staff from direct involvement in the detailed planning 

and execution of programmes in the regions has made possible renewed consideration 



Of some of its other duties in relation to national administrations and regional 

office s • This has shown the need for headquarters to begin strengthening its 

world-wide technical services. It will be increasingly the source to which regional 

organizations, national administrations and technical institutions will turn for 

authoritative guidance, advice and information on medical and health subjects• 



ШЫЕЖ I 

NOTES FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION 

A series of notes of presented here for the information of the Board. They 

include a few only of the matters that are pertinent to any future comprehensive 

study of regionalization as a dynamic device to further the work of WHO. 

Note 1 • Social and Economic Considerations 

This is a time of large and important changes in social, economic and political 

institutions• Although these changes undoubtedly influence the form and direction 

of any international scheme for regionalizationj discussion of them is largely 

outside the scope of this paper. However, some developments deserve passing 

reference. 

Countries everywhere are today both active and passive participants in social 

development and econondc improvement. These movements for bèt-terment have received 

immense impetus from the many vast international technical and economic assistance 

arrangements both multilateral and bilateral. The initiation of great new schemes 

or the rapid expansion of existing services is inevitably producing stresses and 

strains in national and local administrations. Applying and adapting technical 

knowledge are themselves complicated procedures to be evolved anew region by region, 

country by country. 

There is a serious need for all this growth and change to be carefully and 

wisely directed, guided and co-ordinated or they may raise more social, political 

and administrative problems than they cure. 

The interdependence of economic, social and health problems and the need for 

close co-operation of agencies dealing with them are now amongst the most significant 

aspects of regional planning and administration. Methods of ensuring co-ordination 

at all levels - headquarters, regional and national, have yet to be fully evolved 

and applied. 



No attempt at regionalization which overlooks these wider social, economic and 

administrative considerations will be efficient or justifiable
 #
 A heavy 

responsibility is therefore placed on WHO by the developicent of regional organizations. 

Note 2. Co-ordination 

Since the seventh session of the Executive Board, increased need for co-

ordination with the work of other agencies has added to the complexities of the work 

of the Organization and has increased the,time that officers of WHO mast spend in 

consultation with those of other agencies. These functions should be kept to the 

necessary minimum, but that minimum is necessary to ensure th^t th矽 futïds available for 

health work are spent effectively and are not wasted - whether they come from the 

regular budget of the Organization or from other sources or are spent by other 

agencies that depend on WHO for advice on work that has health implications
 #
 The 

complio^ed inter-relation among agencies and the various sources of funds and 

services, the necessary arrangements for liaison in planning and execution, the 

need to secure reasonably uniform conditions of work in different agencies, the 

necessity for controlling, recording and reporting on expenditure of funds from 

different sources and other similar requirements, are primarily administrative and 

often involve much detailed and intricate discussion before agreement on common 

procedures is secured. It is therefore inevitable that increasing liaison should 

mean an increase of administration and financial work, both in regional offices 

and at headquarters, relative to the technical work which it is the purpose of . 

administrative and financial services to facilitate and advance
л 

Note 3• Technical Assistance 

The wide scope of the Technical Assistance programme makes very clear the 

Interdependence of economic, social and health problems, and the need for close 

co-operation in dealing with them in the earliest possible stage before inter-

dependent programme? are framed among the several agencies that can help countries 

to meet these needs• In addition, there exist other agencies outside the United 

Nations family, and governments and groups of governments are providing assistance 

which must be co-ordinated into a -whole. 



The recent emphasis upon co-ordination and its pressing need is due, largely, 

to the increase in the assistance being received by many countries. Too often 

the entire blame for the failure to co-ordinate activities within a country is 

charged to the failure of the contributing agencies to co-ordinate their progranmie s 

and their support. Like most blanket assignments of blame, the conclusion is 

neat, simple and incorrect. 

Thus far, the search of the assisting agencies for a successful mechanism of 

co-ordination has met with small success. Progress has been made between the, 

agencies to prevent confusion, over-lapping and what appears to be competition• 

But all assisting agencies agree that successful co-ordination within a country 

can be achieved only when the country accepts that responsibility and acts upon it. 

As the various sources of help are developed, it has become obvious that 

collaboration amongst outside agencies is incomplete and ineffective without a 

corresponding effective co-ordination within the country among the ministers and 

departments responsible for various aspects of the country's welfare • There has 

been a need to co-ordinate health activities supported by existing agencies. Some 

of the devices used have included official national councils or committees to 

suggest and review projects, In many instances the agencies themselves are 

represented in the national councils or committees, At the same time, it is 

essential to develop coordination among the agencies working on the various 

aspqcts of the problem. To assure that progress in health keeps pace with that 

in education, foçd and agriculture, industry, transportation, labour training and 

utilization, etc it is essential that the problems in each country should be 

dealt with as a whole, and every effort is now being made to assist in the internal 

co-ordination
 #
 The appointment of resident Technical Assistance representative s 

mentioned in Part IV is another device which has been used to aid governments in 

building up their internal co-ordinating machinery. 

All this activity has led to a general realization that new standards of life 

are possible and to a desire to achieve them. There is more widespread knowledge 

of the resources available in the world and of the resources yet to be exploited» 



There is an increased consciousness of national needs and, therefore, of national 

\inity. There is an increased consciousness of the need for international 

collaboration. All these elements, on each of which much could be written, are 

relevant to the. function of WHO as the directing and co-ordinating authority on' 

international health work and must^ therefore, be borne in mind in any consideration 

of the problems of regionalization• 

The development of these various economic and social considerations
9
 as well 

as advances in public health, have created a situation in which ” there is every 

reason to believe that world health can eventually be raised to a satisfactory 

level, if each of the nations concerned ̂ ±11 take the proper steps to apply the 

knowledge and procedure now at hand ••••• It will require courageous leadership, 

intelligent political backing, adequate financial support, sound realistic planning 

and vigorous application"] 1 

Note 4 • Programme Planning 

The document on which the programme of WHO is based is the General Programme 
2 

of Work covering a Specific Period , in which general principles, criteria for 

selection and major groupings are described in relation to this subject. This 

programme was adopted by the Fourth World Health Assembly for 1952-1955 inclusive, 

as proposed by the Executive Board at its seventh session (resolution EB7R#57) • The 

Fifth World Health Assembly extended the period to include 1956 (resolution WHA5 

Some reference is made in the general programme of work to the question of 

regionalization, but only in general terms. It is carefully pointed out that 

regionalization has not changed the general policy of WHO. The technique of 

working has changed but WHO still stands for the same things and pursues the same 

broad aims as it did before regionalization began. Account has also to be taken 
� ^ 3 

of the criteria included in resolution 222 IX of the Economic and Social Council 

1 James S • Simmons, Public Health in the World Today, page 10• 
2

 0ff4 Rec, World Hlth Org. 32 55 

Handbook of Basic Documents, Fifth Edition, pp. 145 and 146. 



as part of the principles governing collaboration between co-operating agencies of 

the United Nations family, of those in the Economic and Social Council^ resolution 

324 XI on concentration of effort and resources and, for work under the Technical 

Assistance Programme, of additional special criteria. 

Further^ an important part of WHO
1

 s work continues to be centralized^ since 

its nature does not lend itself to a fractionation of activities• Parts of the 

programme which are truly international and cannot readily be divided on a 

geographical basis have remained virtually unchanged by the process of regionaliza-

tion . 

Note 5. Programme Evaluation 

Evaluation of programmes is a two-stage process, involving the more detailed 

evaluation of items which the regional office is best fitted to undertake by reason 

of its geographical situation and closer contact with countries (tactical evaluation) 

and the long-term (strategic) evaluation which headquarters, on the basis of the 

evidence it receives from all the regional offices, can alone undertake. In any 

programme, there are four periods at which a process which might reasonably be termed 

evaluation can take placej (1) the survey period, during which an effort is made 

to determine the nature of programmes suitable for a certain country (it has not been 

possible to do this in all cases so far) ； (2) the period of screening of requests 

for suitability; (3) the period of operation of a programme, when progress is 

assessed from time to time; ⑷ the period after completion of a programme, when 

results are assessed» 

The crucial point in evaluation should be at stage (1) when the decision has 

to be taken whether a given country programme is suitable to the needs of the 

country and fits into the framework of the general programme• 



POSITION CHARTS 

Up-to-date charts showing the structure of the six regional organizations 

of 丽 0 and listing the positions authorized in each will be distributed as 

soon as possible before the opening of the eleventh session of the Executive 

Board,ав an addendum to this document. 



ANNEX III 

MEETING PLACES OF REGIONAL COMMITTEES 

Regional 
Office 

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 

-

1954 

South East 
Asia 

N.Delhi 
(India) 

N.Delhi 
(India) 

1

Kandy 
(Ceylon) 

Rangoon 
(Burma) 

Bandxmg 
(Indonesia) 

Bangkok 
(Thailand) 

N.Delhi 
(India) 

Americas Lima 
(Peru) 

Ciudad 
Trujillo 
(DonuRep) 

Wash-
ington 
(USA) 

Havana 
(Cuba) 

Wash-
ington 
(USA) 

Not 
decided 

East Med. Cairo 
(Egypt) 

Geneva Istanbul 
(Turkey) 

- -

W.Pacific Geneva 
(18 May) 

& 

Manila 
(Philip-
pines) 

(18-21 
Septo) 

Saigon 
(Viet 
Nam) 

Manila?” 
(Philip-
pines) 

Manila? 癸 
(Philip-

Europe Geneva Lisbon 
(Portugal) 

Copem-
hagen 
(Denmark) 

Yugo-
slavia 

Africa Geneva Monrovia 
(Liberia) 

Kampala 
(Uganda) 

Not 
decided 

Unless an invitation is received to hold the meeting in another country within the 
region. 



ANNEX IV 

COMPOSITE STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONS OF A REGIONAL OFFICE 

Office of the Regional Director 

The Regional Director 

(1) acts, on behalf of the Director-General, as the directing and co-ordinating 

authority on international health work in his region; 

(2) is responsible to the Director-<}eneral, for the planning, implementation and 

supervision of all WHO activities in his region; 

(3) acts, for the Director-General
5
 as secretary to the regional committee and 

advises it on the formulation of regional policies in line with those laid down 

by the World Health Assembly; 

(4) provides liaison between the regional committee and the Director-General; 

(5) maintains contact with governments and appropriate professional groups in 

his region; 

(6) maintains contact with the local representatives of all agencies (international 

and other) having common interests in the region to co-ordinate WHO activities with 

theirs， thereby obtaining the maximum effective utilization of available resources; 

(7) submits to the Director-General an annual programme and budget estimate for his 

region and any reports or other information with the Director-General may request• 

Depiity R e g i o n ^ M r e c t o r 

The Depivty Regional Director 

(1) advises the regional director on the technical aspects of all health activities 

throughout the region; 

(2) directs the planning and execution of all health surveys throughout the region; 

(3) co-ordinates individual health projects, including fellowships, into country 

programmes ； 



(4) provides, at the request of governments, consultation services to assist in the 

planning, implementation and integration into national health services of governmental 

health programmes； 

(5) provides, at the request of governments, advice on the organization of their 

national health administrations; 

(6) formulates, in collaboration with the Office of Administration and Finance, the 

annual regional programme and budget estimates for approval by the regional director 

and submission to the regional committee; 

(7) evaluates projects on the basis of data supplied by the Statistics and Records 

Unit, specialist advisers and public health advisers in the field; 

(8) drafts regional operational reports, 

WHO Area Representatives 

WHO Area Representatives 

(1) represent the regional director in contacts with the governments and 

representatives of other organizations in the area in which they serve; 

(2) assist in the development of country programmes at the request of governments 

and in consultation and co-operation with their representatives and the appropriate 

regional adviser(s)； 

(3) provide liaison between the regional office and all WHO staff in their area; 

⑷ act in a general advisory capacity to WHO staff in their area on any of their 

problems and develop a close mutual association among them through conferences, 

seminars, etc. 



OFFICE OF HEALTH SERVICES
1 

Regional Advisers 

Regional advisers
>
 under the supervision of the deputy director 

(1) plan, advise on
5
 and carry out surveys and investigations to obtain knowledge 

and develop techniques related to their special subjects; 

(2) advise on the development of regional programmes in their special subjects, and 

participate v/ith other regional advisers in developing integrated health plans； 

(3) advise and assist governments with respect tog 

(a) overall planning for their specific subject including, in collaboration 

with the Deputy Regional Director〈Office of Health Services) and other；regional 

advisers, integration into the total public health programme of the country; 

(b) planning of specific projects； 

(c) implementation of approved projects; 

(d) training of personnel^ including fellowships - the latter in collaboration 

with the Regional Adviser on Education and Training; 

(4) prepare analyses and re с onime ndat i ons on specific proposals of governments； 

(5) assist the Deputy Regional Director (Office of Health Services) in the 

supervision of consultants and field staff; 

(6) co-operate with the local representatives of the United Nations
1

 specialized 

agencies and non—governmental organizations with regard to the technical development 

and execution of joint projects in the region; 

(7) analyse, in collaboration with the Health Statistics Unit, programme activities 

and report to the Office of Health Services； 

1

 In some Regions this function is exercised by The Deputy Regional Director 



(8) advise on the selection of fellowship candidates, on the provision of medical 

literature and on the need for^ or.exchange of^ specific information^ together with 

the Regional Adviser on Education and Training; 

(9) visit medical and para-medical educational institutions withiil the region and, 

by agreement with the authorities of these institutions and after consultation with 

the Regional Adviser on Education and Training^ give special instruction in their 

special subjects^ 

Fellowships Unit 

The Fellowships Unit^ under the supervision of the Regional Adviser on 

Education and Training, 

(1) advises the Deputy Director on all aspects of the Ш0 fellowship programmej 

(2) provides advice to governments within the region on fellowships
 p
 group training 

and courses; 

(3) develops arrangements with governments^ organisations and institutions within 

the region., to facilitate the implement at ion of intra-regional fellowship progran mes ; 

(4) administers the regional fellowships programe^, which includes the review of 

applications
y
 recommendations as to placement of fellows^ follow-up and preparation 

of reports; 

(5) makes the necessary arrangements and prepares reports for inter-^regional 

fellowships,, 

Health Statistics and Records Unit 

The Health Statistics and Records Unit^ responsible to the Deputy Director 

(1) maintains a statistical consultative service for the use of the regional 

office; 

(2) provides statistical assistance for projects involving the collect ion 5. 

processing and analysis of factual data； 



(3) assists and advises^ upon requests by governments, on the establishment and 

maintenance of health statistics offices in national health administrations and in 

provincial^ district and local health departments ； 

(4) encourages the establishment of national committees on health and vital 

statistics for the development of more adequate statistics in both fields; 

(5) assists the Regional Adviser on Education and Training in promoting training 

programmes for public health statistics workers; 

(6) maintains a library of statistical information relating especially to countries 

within the region. 

Office of Administration and Finance 

The Office of Administration and Finance 

(1) advises the regional director on all administrative, legal and financial 

matters regarding Ш0 within the region; 

(2) formulates, in collaboration with the deputy director, the budget estimates 

in connexion with the annual regional programme for approval by the regional 

director and submission to the regional committee; 

(3) directs the operations of the budgetary^ financial, personnel, conference and 

general services of tho regional office; 

(4) develops plans and methods for efficient management of the regional office 

and field activities; 

(5) examines all agreements
5
 letters of arrangements and other legal documents 

dealing with WHO
 f

s activities within the region and negotiates them where appropriate; 

(6) ensures liaison with governments in the region on matters concerning staff 

(privileges夕 immunities, etc„); 

(7) prepares all regional budget, financial, personnel and supply reports çn 

regional activities for submission by the regional director to headquarters. 



Public Information Unit 

The Public Information Unit 

(1) advises the regional director on all aspects of public information; 

(2) plans and carries out informational activities in various media (press, 

publications, radio and visual media); 

(3) prepares, develops and executes informational projects outlined by the 

regional director; 

(4) covers the sessions of the regional oommittee and other meetings as 

instructed by the regional director; 

(5) maintains public-information liaison with the regional representatives of 

the United Nations and specialized agencies, as well as with governmental and 

non-governmental organizations
9
 newspapers, magazines, radio stations and 

documentary film producers within the region• 
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The structure of the six regional organizations of ТОЮ and the positions 

authorized in each in 1952 are set out as followsî 

Annex II (a) Africa 

Annex II (Ъ) Americas 

Annex II (c) South-East Asia 

Araiex II ⑷ Europs 

Annex II (e) Eastern Mediterranean 

Annex I I ⑴ Western Pacific 
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ANNEX II. (a) 

REGIONAL O R G A N m T I O N 

AFRICA 

OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

Regltínái Directbr 

PUBLIC-HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 

MEDICAL SECTION 

3 PubXic^healih offloers 

3 Clerk-stenographers 

ENVIRONMENT AL SA.NTTATION' 
SECTION 

1 Sanitaïy engineer 

1 Public-health technician 

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLeGT 
SECTION 

ADMINISTRAT I ON AND FINANCE 

1 Admin, & Fi] lance Officer 

BUDGET M D FINANCE 

1 Budget & finance officer 

FIELD PROJECTS 

GENERAL SERVICES 

1 General services officer 

Stenographic Pool 

3 Secretaries 

2 Stencgrag^ers 

1 Clerk-typist 
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. p a g e 2 
REGIONAL ORGANIZATION 

AMEKOJAS. 
1 

ANNEX II (b) 

Office of the 

Regional Director 
2 

Regional Committee 

Seoretary^-General 
3 

Conferences Editorial Library- Office of 
Co-ordination 

Office of 
Public Information 

Division of 
Public Health 

Health Promotion 
Branch 

Division of 
A J inly ： 131r a t i o n 

Environmental 
Sanitation 

Branch 

Legal Office 

Communicable 
Diseases Branch 

Adminis t rat ive 
Management and 

Personnel Branch 

Internal Audit 

Budget and 
Finance Branch 

Administrative 
Management 

General 
Services 

Personnel 

Budget 

Finance 

Zone Oii'lces 

Division of Education 
and Training 

Fellowships 
Branch 

Professional 
Education Branch 

Zone I 
Washington. IUC, 

Zone II 
Mexico City-

Zone Ш 
Guatemala City 

Zo-ne IV 
ii-LÜlc', 

Zone 7 
Rio de Janeiro 

Zone VI 
Buenos Aires 

A list of authorieed positions is shown on the following pages 

The Office of the Regional Director includes the Regional Director, the Deputy Hegior.ial D u c t o r and the Secretary-General 

Se*retaiy>-Qe*eral has the additional responsibility of supervision of Conference^ Editorial and Libraiy. 



Лшгж.ХХ (Ъ) 

丽 I O N A L ORGANIZATION 

AMBBICAS 

(List of authorized positions for 1952) 

OFT ICE OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

Regional Director 
Deputy Eegional Director (PASB) 
Secretary-General (PASB) 
1 Consultant (PASB) 
1 Liaison and reports officer (PASB) 
3 Secretaries (L/PASB) 

2 Clerk-stenographers (L/PASB) 
1 Clerk-typist (L/PASB) 

Conference Office : 

1 Chief conference officer (PASB) 
1 Conference officer (PASB) 
1 Technical assistant (PASB) 
1 Administrative assistant (PASB) 
1 Secretary (L/PASB) 
2 Clerk-stenographers (L/PASB) 

1 

У 
1 
1 

Translating; Unit 

Chief translator (PASB) 
Translators (PASB) 
Translators 
Translator (ТА) 
Secretary (L) 
Clerk-stenographer (L/PASB) 

Editorial Office : 

Chief of office (PASB) 
1 Editor 
5 Editors (PASB) 
1 Clerk (L/PASB) 
1 Clerk-stenographer (L/PASB) 
3 Clerk-typists (L/PASB) 

* indicates that staff members are paid from WHO funds (regular or TAED) 
L = locally recruited staff members 

ТА => staff members paid from TAED funds 
PASB = staff members paid from PASB funds 



；лпох IX (b) 

Library； 

Chief librarian (PASB) 
1 Librarian 
1 Secretary (L / P A S B ) 

3 Clerks (L/PASB) 
1 Clerk-typist (L/PASB) 

Office of Co-ordination * — -* 

1 Administrative officer 
1 Administrâtive assistant (PASB) 
1 ” " (TA) 

* 1 Secretary (TA) 

Office of Public Information 

* 1 Chief information officer 
* 1 Information officer 
1 Secretary (L/PASB) 
1 Clerk-typist (L/PASB) 

D I V I S I O N OF PUBLIC НЕА1ДН 

Office of the Chief 

Chief of Division (PASB) 
1 Secretary (L/PASB) 
1 Clerk-stenographer (L/pASE) 

Health Promotion Branch 

1 Branch chief (PASB) 
*3 medical officers 
* 1 Public-health nurse 
* 1 Medical officer (TA) 
* 1 Secretary (L) 

5 Secretaries (L/PASB) 
* 1 Clerk-typist ( L / T A ) 

Environmental Sanitation Branch 

* 1 Branch Chief 
* 1 Medical officer 

1 " " (PASB) 

* 1 Secretary (L) 
1 CXe rk-stenographer (L/PASB) 



Сonmunicable Diseases Branch 

1 Branch Chief (PASB) 
*2 Medical officers 
1 " " (PASB) 
1 Veterinarian (PASB) 

*2 Secretaries (L) 
2 " (L/PASB) 

*1 Secretary (L/ÜA.) 

Epidemiological and Statistical 
Unit '…—…“…一‘'一…―― 

1 Medical officer (PASB) 
* 1 Statistician 
扛 Statisticians (PASB) 
1 Technical assistant (PASB) 

*2 Secretaries (L) 
1 Clerk-stenographer (L/PASB) 

1 Clerk-typist (L/PASB) 

DIVISION OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

Office of the Chief 

*Chief of Division 
* 1 Administrative officer 

1 Secretary (L/PASB) 
1 Сle rk-STEnographeR (L/PASB) 

Fellowships Branch 

1 Branch chief (PASB) 
* 1 Medical officer (TA.) 
* 1 Administrative assistant 
* 1 Secretary (L) 
* 1 Clerk (L) 
*1 Clerk-stenographer (L) 
1 Clerk-typist (L/PASB) 

Professional Education Branch 

1 Branch Chief (PASB) 
* 1 Medical officer 
1 Public-health nurse (PASB) 
2 Secretaries (L/PASB)

； 



ÏI (b) 

DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION 

Office of the Chief 

Chief of Division (PASB) 
* 1 Administrative assistant (TA) 
1 Secretary (L/PASB) 

Legal Office: 

1 Legal officer (PASB) . 
* 1 " " (TA) ” 、 ’ 
* 1 Secretary (L) 

1 Clerk-stenographer ( L / P A S B ) 

Internal Audit : 

(no staff in 1952) 

General Services :工 

1 Section Chief (PASB) 
1 Technical officer (PASB) 

*3 Special services officers 
2 “ “ “ (PASB) 

* 1 “
 11

 (L) 
1 Visual media officer (PASB) 
2 Special services officers (L/PASB) 

*3 Clerks (L) 
* 1 Clerk (l/tA.) 
10 Clerks (L/PASB) 
5 Clerk-operators (L/PASB) 
2 Draughtsmen (L/PASB) 
1 Secretary (L/PASB) 

* 1 Clerk-stenographer (L) 
1 " " (L/PASB) 
1 Clerk-typist (L/PASB) 
3 Telephone operators (L/PASB) 
3 Messengers (L/PASB) 
2 Chauf^ÂJR-ME s sengers (L/PASB) 

1

 Includes Travel Unit, Eecords and Communications Unit, Reproduction Unit 
Cartograph5.o and Drafting Unit and Property Services Unit 
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Annex XI (b) 

Supply: 

1 Special services officer (PASB) 
1 Specifications officer (PASB) 

*2 Special services officer 
1 Translator (PASB) 

*2 Clerks (L) 
5 " (L/PASB) 

* 1 Clerk-stenographer (L) 
*2 " " (L/TA.) 

2 “ ” (L/PASB) 

* 1 Clerk-typist (L) 
* 1 " " (L/TA) 

Adminis trat ive Management and Personnel Branch 

* 1 Branch chief 
1 Management officer (PASB) 
1 Personnel officer (PASB) 

* 1 Administrative analyst 
* 1 Personnel technician (ТА) 
1 Personnel assistant (PASB) 

* 1 Trainee personnel officer (L) 
* 1 Secretary (L/TA.) 

1 " (L/PASB) 

2 Clerks (L/PASB) 
* 1 Clerk-stenographer (L) 
* 1 Clerk-typist (L/TA) 

1 " " (L/PASB) 

Budget and Finance Branch 

1 Branch chief (PASB) 
* 1 Finance officer 
* 1 Budget officer 

2 " " (PASB) 

5 Accountants (PASB) 

*2 " 
1 Budget analyst (L/PASB) 

* 1 Accounting assistant (L) 
1 " " (L/PASB) 

* 1 Accounting clerk (L/TA) 
*3 Clerks (L) 
*5 " (L/TA) 

2 " (L/PASB) 

* 1 Secretary (L/TA) 
1 " (L/PASB) 

1 Clerk-stenographer 

(L/PASB) 

* 1 Clerk-typist (L/TA) 
4 " (L/PASB) 
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REGIONAL ADVISEBS 

(Regional Advisers and their secretaries have been shovn under the 
Health Promotion, Environmental Sanitation and Communieable Diseases 
Branches and under the Division of Education and Training, where 
they are administratively assigned.) 

ZONE OFFICES 

Zone I - Washington, D,С. 
ттшяяшв in •丨_ 丨别• • __ » —i • 賈 _ _• —а—мч—» 

Zone II - Mexico City 

1 Zone representative (PASB) 
1 Medical officer (PASB) 

* 1 Public-health engineer 
1 Public-health nurse (PASB) 
1 Administrative officer (PASB) 
1 Office services assistant 

(L/PASB) 

1 Accounting clerk (L/PASB) 
2 Сlerk-stenographers (L/PASB) 
1 Secretary (L/PASB) 
1 Janitor (L/PASB) 

El Paso District Office 

1 Medical officer (PASB) 
2 Clerk-stenographers 

(L/PASB) 
1 Administrative clerk (L/PASB) 

Zone III - Guatemala City 

1 Zone representative (PASB) 
*2 Medical officers 
* 1 Medical officer (TA) 
2 Medical officers (PASB) 
1 Public-health engineer (PASB) 
1 Public-health nurse (PASB) 
1 Administrative officer (PASB) 
1 Administrative assistant 

(L/PASB) 

1 Accountant (L/PASB) 
1 Records and communications clerk 

(L/PASB) 
2 Secretaries (L/PASB) 

1 Clerk stenographer 
(L/PASB) 

* 1 Clerk-stenographer (L/TA.) 

1 Senior 
clerk (L/PASB) 

1 Junio: clerk (L/PASB) 
1 Janitor messenger 

(L/PASB) 



Zone IV - Lima 

1 Zone representative (PASB) 
* 1 Medical officer (TA) 
1 ，’ " (PASB) 
1 Public-health engineer (PASB) 

* 1 Public-health veterinarian (TA) 
1 Public-health nurse (PASB) 
1 Nursing educator (PASB) 
1 Administrative officer (PASB) 
1 Accountant (L/PASB) 
X Office services clerk (L/PASB) 
5 Secretaries (L/PASB) 
1 Clerk-stenographer (L/PASB) 
1 Chauffeur (L/PASB) 
1 Office boy-janitor (L/PASB) 
1 Messenger-operator (L/PASB) 

Zone V - Bio de Janeiro 

1 Zone representative (PASB) 
1 Medical officer (PASB) 
1 Consultant (PASB) 

* 1 Public-health engineer 
1 Public-health nurse (PASB) 
1 Administrative officer (PASB) 
2 Secretaries (l/PASB) 

2 Clerks (L/PASB) 
1 Chauffeur (L/PASB) 
X Janitor (L/PASB) 

Zone VI - Buenos Aires 

1 Zone representative (PASB) 
* 1 Medical officer 
1 " " (PASB) 

* 1 Public-health engineer 
1 Public-health nurse (PASB) 
1 Administrât ive assistant (PASB) 
1 Accountant (L/PASB) 
2 Secretaries (L/PASB) 
1 Clerk-stenographer (L/PASB) 
1 Clerk-typist (L/PASB) 
1 Chauffeur (L/PASB) 
1 Messenger (L/PASB) 
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“ ANNEX II (•) 

SOUTH-EAST ISIA 

REGIONAL iiDVISERS 

OFFICE OF THE REGIONM, DIRECTOR 

Regional Director 

1 Secretary (L) 

PUBLIC INFORMATION UNIT 

1 Information officer 

1 Stenographer (L) 

0FFIG2 OF HEALTH SERVICES 

Deputy Regional Director 
(Chief of Health Services) 

1 Senior Assistant (L) 

1. “ “ (L/TA) 

1 Se ere tar y (L) 
1 Stenographer (L/TA) 
1. Typist (L) 

1 RA, Malaria & Insect Control 

1 RA, Tuberculosis 

1 Rà, ВС G 

1 RA，Venereal Diseases 

1 RA, Pub. Health Administration 

2 RA, “ “ " W 

1 RA, Nursing 

1 RA, Maternal & Child Health 

1 Maternal & Child Health Officer “ 

1 RA., Environmental Sanitation 

8 Clerk stenographers (L) 

3 « “ ( L / m ) 

HEALTH STàllSTICS 
• Щ REC0H5S ÜIIIT 

1 Medical statistician (Ik) 

1 .Statistical. assistant (L) 

1 Stenographer (L/TA) 

FELLOWSHIPS UNIT 

1 Regional Adviser, 

Education & Training (Ж) 

1 Fellowship assistant (L) 

1 'íypist (L) 

REGLO狐L COMMITTEE 

l_ 1 1 _ • — 
OFFICE OF ADMINI STRaTION 雇 FINANCE 

1 Admin. & i 

1 Secretary 

1 Briefing e 

'inance officer 

secretary 

BUDGET A W FINANCS UNIT 

1 Budget and' finance officer 

1 -Chief accountant ‘ 

1 Budget analyst (Ik) 

2 Accountants. (L) 

2 Accountants (Ъ/ТД) 

3 Assist, accountants (L) 

3 ” - " (L/TA.) 

1 Assi.st。treasurer (L) 

1 Stenographer (L) 

2 Stenographers (L/lfe) 

1 Accounts clerk (L) 

：1 Typist (L) 

PERSONNEL UNIT 

/ 
FIELD PROJECTS 

N.B. L
 e

 locally recruited staff 

AREA REPRESEN Tf, TIVES 

5 Medical officers 

5 Clerk stenographers (L) 

1 Personnel officer (Tk) 

2 Personnel assistants (L) 

1 Stenogràpher (L/
1

!!) 

1 Filing clerk (L/'m) 

1 l^pist (L) 

GENERAL SERVICES.UNIT 

1 General services officer 

X » » clerk (L) 

1 Stenographer (L) 

1 Receptionist. (L) 

Sténographie Pool: 

1 Stenographer (L/Tà) 

.2 加 i s t s (L) 

Proourement & Library 
~ sijb-Unit : 

1 

1 

1 

Procurement assistant (L) 

Library clerk (L) 

lynist (Tii/L) 

Registry & Despatch 
Sub-Unit 

1 Registry assistant (L) 

1 Registry clerk (L/Tii) 

1 Sorting olerk (L /m) 

1 Despatch clerk (L) 

Travel & Transportation: 

1 Travel elerk (L). . 

1 加 1st ( L / m ) 
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ANNEX II (d) 

REGIONAL ORGANIZATION • 

, EUROPE 

OFFICÇ OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

Regional Director 
1 Secretary ( L ) , : . . . . 

REGIONS С0Ш1ТТЕЕ Regional Director 
1 Secretary ( L ) , : . . . . 

REGIONS С0Ш1ТТЕЕ 

REGIONAL HEALTH.OFFICERS..... 

1 RHO, Endemo-epidemic Diseases (TA) 
1 RHO, Public-Health Administration 
1 RHO, Public-Health Admin, (TA) 

1 RHO, Social and Occupational Health 
1 RHO, Maternal and Child Health 
1 RHO, Environmental Sanitation 
1 RHO, Nursing 

1 RHO, Mental Health 

Stenographic Pool 

2 Secretaries (L) 
2

: 

Secretaries (L/TA) 
— —__..,.., 

PLANNING AND OPERATIONS 

Deputy Regional Director 
1 Admin. Assistant 
1 Secretary (L) 

1 Clerk-typist (L/TA) 

EDUCATION & TRAINING UNIT 

1 Fellowships. Assistant 

1 Secretary (L) 

1 Clerk-typist (L) 

1 Records .Clerk (L). 

ÁREA SUPERVISORS 

1 AS, Library Organization (TA) 

1 AS, Health Education of the 
Public (ТА) 

1 Library.Clerk (L/TA) 

PERSONNEL 

1 Personnel officer (TA) 

1 Clerk-stenographer (L/TA) 

ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE 

1 Chief, Admin. & Finance 

1 Secretary (L) 

1 Clerk (L) 

1 Registry. Clerk (L) 

BUDGET AND FINANCE 

1 Accountant 

1 Clerk-stenographer (L) 

FIELD PROJECTS 

N.B. L ° 
••i _ • 

TA -
locally recruited staff 
staff, paid from TAED funda 



pago ‘ 

locally recruited staff 
staff paid from TaED funds 

Stenographio Peol； 

1 Pool supe rvisor (L/
T A

) 

4 Clerk stenographers (L/TA) 

2 Clerk-typists (L/TA) 

FELLOWSHIPS UNIT 

RA, Education & Training 

1 Fellowships Assistant (L) 

1 Secretary (L/TA) 

FIELD PROJECTS 

'Malaria & 工nse¿t Control 
'Tub^rcia^sls 
BCG 

Venereal Diseases 

Public Health Administration 

Nursing , 

Mátertíai and Child Health 

Environmental Sanitation 

1 

SUPPLY OFFICE PERSONNEL 

1 Supply Officer (TA) 1 Personnel Officer(TA) 

1 Supply Assistant (L) 1 Secretary (L) 

1 Supply Clerk (L/TA) 1 Records clerk (L/TA) 

ш丄T 

1 Field Epidemiologist (TA) 

1 Statistician 

1 Clerk (L/TA) 

2.. Public-He alt h administrators (ТА) 

2 Secretaries (L/TA) 

FIELD EPIDS-IIOLOGICAL PLANNING 遍D OPERATIONS REGIONAL ADVISERS 
GENERAL SERVICES : 

1 General Services Officer 
1 Secretary (L/TÂ) 

Registry: 

2 Clerks (L) 

2 Clerks (L/TÀ) 

1 Clerk-typist
M
(L/TA) 

Transíatiitn:.. 
_i • 1 1 1 

1 T r a n s l a t o r . . . . 

1 Translator (L) 

Documents : 

1 Clerk (L) 

1 Machine operator (L) 

Çg>nïïnuni с a tiens ； 

1 Telephone operator (L) 

BUDGET & F I腿 C E 

1 Budget & Finance Officer 

1 Accountant 

1 Budget Analyst (TA) 
2 Accounting Assists. (L/TA) 

1 Accounting clerk (L) 

1 Accounting clerk (L/TA) 

1 Secretary (L) 

1 Clerk: (L) 

R E G I O離 ORGANIZATI&N 

EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN 

ANNEX 工工（E) 
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1 ÎÎA, 

1 IIA, 

1 RA, 

1 HA, 

2 RA , 

1 RA , 

1 RA； 

1 RA , 



locally.
 :
re.órüited. staff 

staff- paid from TAED funds 

卜擁？:，. .REGIONAL. ADVISERS .. 
....j 'I Ĵl I . . i , , ,/ . . • • • 

1 Ьа, Malaria & Insëct Control (TA) 

1 RA, Tuberculosis 

1 HA, Venereal Diseases (TA) 

1 ïiA, Nursing 

1 RA, Health Education of ： t.he Public 

1
 :

ЙА, Maternal and Child Health 

1 Щ , EnviromtSnial Sanitation (ТА) 

3 plerk stenographers (L)• 

3 ： ” " (L/TA) 

•• FIELD 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING : 
. UNIT -

1 RA, Education & T r a i n i n g (TA) 

1 Fellowships Assistant (L) 

BUDGET AND FINaWCE 

1 Budget & Finance Officer 

1 Finance Officer (TA) 

1 Budget Analyst (TA) - • 

1 Л G count ant (L). 

1 .Cas.hi.i;iv (L) 

1 Assictsnt accountant (L/TA) 

1 Budget :Clerk (L). .::, 

1 Accounts clerk (L/TA) 

1 Stenographer (L) 

PROJECTS 

HEALTH SERVICES 

Deputy Regional Director 
1 Public-Health Admin. 
1 Public-Health Atimin. (TA) 

1 Statistician (TA) 

2 Secretarles (L) 

1 Secretary (Е/Тй) 

1 Clerk-iypisi (L) 

EBll/ЗЗ Д 
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REGIONAL ORGANIZATION 

ILFFI'STERN PACIFIC 

PERSONNEL； 

1 Personnel Officer (ТА) 

1 Records Clërk (L) 

ADMINISTRATIOÎJ FINANCE 

1 Admih. & Finance Officer 
1 Secretary (L) 

ANNEX II (f) 

GENERAL SERVICES 

1 General Services O f f i œ r 

1 Translator (ТА) 

1 Tre.nsliO.'bGr (ii) - ，-*••:' 

1 C^e^k'-typist' " (L/TA ) • - ’•:一“〜 

RegistryLitH?ary- S u b ^ m A - ^ 
• • -

• "r t- . V » !' « . • •‘ . • • . - • , . . . 

• • • 1 V ••••' - . . ..；. ‘' 

1 Registrar (L)；, л .,.., 

1 Librarian (L/TA) : 

1 Registry clerk ( L /ЩА ) : : 

'1' Mailing • clerk (L.) •：• ；'
 f

... 

1 Clerk-typist (L).:。.,.、:., 

1 .Clerk-typist (VTA)； ,4, л
 r
、: 

Procurëiient & Travel ’•‘“ 
‘：.ДиЬ-Unit : ”.•,:•. 

1 Procurement clerk (L) 

1 Travel clerk (l/TA) ... 

1 Supply clerk ( L / T A ) , 

•1 Glerk-typist (L-) ...-..、“., 

«
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